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Böker	2009	

-  75%	in	late-type	(Scd-Sm)	spirals	
(Böker	et	al.	2002)	

-  50%	in	earlier-type	(Sa-Sc)	spirals	
(Carollo	et	al.	1997)	

-  70%	in	spheroidal	(E	&	S0)	galaxies	
(Cote	et	al.	2006)	

	

•  Considerably	more	luminous	than	
typical	globular	clusters	(GCs).		

						MI:		between	-14	and	-10	
						(Böker	et	al.	2002,	Cote	et	al.	2006).		
	

•  Typical	half-light	radius		of	2-5	pc	
(Böker	et	al.	2004,	Cote	et	al.	2006).	

•  Mass	~	106	-	107	M⊙			
(Walcher	et	al.	2005).	
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Figure 2. Four bulgeless disk galaxies with evidence for an active galactic nucleus (AGN;
references in the lower panels). The case of NGC 4395 has long been thought unique, but detailed
observations of other late-type disks have shown that such low-luminosity AGN are easily missed
in optical surveys. Nevertheless, the AGN fraction in bulgeless disks appears to be lower than
in galaxies with more massive bulges.

relations to lower SMBH masses. This has triggered speculation about a common forma-
tion mechanism of NCs and SMBHs, which is governed mostly by the mass of the host
galaxy’s spheroid. The idea put forward is that NCs and SMBHs are two incarnations of
a ‘central massive object’ (CMO). Galaxies above a certain mass threshold (≈ 1010 M⊙)
form predominantly SMBHs while lower-mass galaxies form NCs.

On the other hand, it is well established that many galaxies contain both a NC and a
SMBH (Seth et al. 2008). This is true even at the extreme late end of the Hubble sequence,
i.e., in galaxies that have no bulge component at all. A famous example known for a long
time is the ‘mini Seyfert’ NGC 4395 (Filippenko & Sargent 1989), but a number of similar
cases have been found recently, as demonstrated in Figure 2. These active galactic nuclei
(AGN) are often missed in spectra taken with relatively wide apertures because the AGN
signatures are faint compared to those of their surroundings, especially in the presence
of (circum)nuclear star formation.

However, this does not imply that all NCs harbor a SMBH. On the contrary, a recent
survey of high-ionization [Nev] emission in late-type galaxies (Satyapal et al. 2009) indi-
cates that AGN in bulgeless disks are indeed rare: only about 5% of spirals with Hubble
type Sd–Sm show [Nev] emission. Interestingly, all these low-luminosity ‘mini AGN’ are
found in galaxies that also host an NC, possibly suggesting that the presence of an NC
is necessary (but not sufficient) for the formation of a SMBH.

Why, then, do some NCs contain a SMBH, but not all? What is the mass ratio between
NCs and SMBHs and how is it regulated? Important observational constraints come from
Graham & Spitler (2009), who identified all galaxies with reliable measurements of both
NC mass and SMBH mass. They conclude that the ratio MBH/(MBH +MNC) is a function
of bulge mass, as illustrated in Figure 3. Massive bulges only host SMBHs, but no NCs.
At the other end of the spectrum, in ‘pure’ disk galaxies, the mass of the SMBH (if it
exists at all) is negligible with respect to the NC mass. In between, there is a transition
region in which galaxies host both NCs and SMBHs with comparable masses.
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M54			(NGC	6715)	

HST	ACS/WFC	f814w+f606w	

•  Distance	of	27.4	kpc	
(Layden	&	Sarajedini	2000).	

	

	



M54			(NGC	6715)	

HST	ACS/WFC	f814w+f606w	

•  Distance	of	27.4	kpc	
(Layden	&	Sarajedini	2000).	

•  Stripped	NSC	in	the	
Sagi]arius	dwarf	spheroidal	
galaxy	(Sgr).	

	

	

	



M54			(NGC	6715)	
•  Distance	of	27.4	kpc	

(Layden	&	Sarajedini	2000).	

•  Stripped	NSC	in	the	
Sagi]arius	dwarf	spheroidal	
galaxy	(Sgr).	

	
•  ~	1	-	2	x	106	M⊙:	Second	most	

massive	star	cluster	in	the	
Milky	Way	(McLaughlin	&	van	
der	Marel	2005).		

	

	

HST	ACS/WFC	f814w+f606w	



M54			(NGC	6715)	

Siegel	et	al.	2007	

•  Distance	of	27.4	kpc	
(Layden	&	Sarajedini	2000).	

•  Stripped	NSC	in	the	
Sagi]arius	dwarf	spheroidal	
galaxy	(Sgr).	

	
•  ~	1	-	2	x	106	M⊙:	Second	most	

massive	star	cluster	in	the	
Milky	Way	(McLaughlin	&	van	
der	Marel	2005).		

•  CMD	shows	an	Blue	HB	and	
mul_ple	MS	of	the	M54+Sgr	
system.	
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Figure 2. (a) Center of the ACS I-band image. The density center is marked with cross-hairs, while the pixel with highest σ is marked with a red circle. (b) Map of
σ over the same region, derived from the two deep ARGUS fields. The circles and “star” markers indicate the positions, respectively, of M54 and Sgr stars that are
brighter than I = 16 (triangles mark foreground sources). Bright stars tend to lower the measured σ in the pixels whose light they dominate. Although the density
center (0,0) has a high σ , a large region with coherently high dispersion is detected to the SW.

Figure 3. σ profile measured from ARGUS spectra co-added in annuli (black
triangles and squares) rises rapidly toward the cluster center. Beyond ∼ 20′′,
the MEDUSA and ARGUS spectra can be used to measure the velocities of
individual stars, uncontaminated by neighbors. The blue and red points show
the corresponding σ profiles for the M54 and Sgr samples, respectively. For
comparison, we show the earlier B08 results. The line shows the kinematic
behavior of the King+BH model shown previously in Figure 1(c).

re-measuring σ in 100 random simulations at each radial bin.
ARGUS pixels within 0.′′7 of a star of magnitude I = 15 were
rejected. The line shows the prediction of the King+BH model
presented in Figure 1, and gives a close representation of the
measured σ profile.

The σ profile of the Sgr population is also shown in Figure 3.
The isothermal behavior of this population seen by B08 at larger
radii clearly continues inward to R ∼ 20′′.

2.4. Anisotropy of Sgr,N

The data presented above allow us to address a conundrum
raised in B08: how is it possible for M54 (with a rising σ
profile toward the center) to coexist in equilibrium with the
Sgr,N population, that exhibits an isothermal projected profile,
almost constant at σ = 9.2 km s−1? To answer this question,
we turn to the Jeans equation for a spherically symmetric system
(Binney & Tremaine 1987, Eqn 4-55):
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where M(r) is the cumulative mass inside radius r, ρ is the
density, and σr and σθ are the radial and tangential velocity
dispersions, respectively. Interestingly, given the Sgr density
profile shown in Figure 1(b), if we assume that the Sgr,N
population is isotropic, the total mass profile resulting from
the Jeans equation in the radial range 1–30′′ turns out to be
substantially lower (by a factor up to ∼ 10) than that of the King
model (Figures 1(c) and (a)) that best fits the M54 population
alone. Since this is physically absurd, we conclude that the Sgr,N
population cannot have isotropic orbits.

We can now turn this argument around, to ask what level
of anisotropy is consistent with the M54 mass model, since the
cluster likely represents the dominant component in the center of
the M54/Sgr system at R ! 100′′ (Sgr stars and accompanying
dark matter should be relatively unimportant in this region).
Hence, by assuming the M54 King model for M(r), and the
Hernquist model fit to the Sgr population for ρ, σr and σθ

remain as the only unknowns in the Jeans equation. However,
σr and σθ are constrained by the observed (projected) dispersion
σ . A trial profile for σr (r), defined by a bi-cubic spline at
five logarithmically spaced points (the red line in Figure 4),
was improved upon iteratively using a Markov–Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) scheme with “parallel-tempering” chains (see
Gregory 2005); the set target was to produce a flat projected
σ (R) = 9.2 km s−1.

Figure 4(a) shows that the nested system can be constructed,
but it requires a high degree of anisotropy for Sgr,N, with orbits

Ibata	et	al.	2009	
	

M54			(NGC	6715)	
•  Possible	104M⊙	BH	host	(Ibata	

et	al.	2009).		

	



M54			(NGC	6715)	
•  Possible	104M⊙	BH	host	(Ibata	

et	al.	2009).		

•  An	earlier	phase	of	ωCen?	
(Carre]a	et	al.	2010a)	

	



Carre]a	et	al.	2010a	

M54			(NGC	6715)	
•  Possible	104M⊙	BH	host	(Ibata	

et	al.	2009).		

•  An	earlier	phase	of	ωCen?	
(Carre]a	et	al.	2010a)	

•  Large	spread	in	O	and	Na	
abundances:	strong	Na-O	
an_-correla_on	(Carre]a	et	
al.	2010a)	

	



à		Remnant	from	the	accreted	Sgr	and	an	
excellent	laboratory.	

•  Possible	104M⊙	BH	host	(Ibata	
et	al.	2009).		

•  An	earlier	phase	of	ωCen?	
(Carre]a	et	al.	2010a)	

•  Large	spread	in	O	and	Na	
abundances:	strong	Na-O	
an_-correla_on	(Carre]a	et	
al.	2010a)	

	HST	ACS/WFC	f814w+f606w	

M54			(NGC	6715)	



Main	Goal	

	
Revealing	the	forma0on	history	of	M54		

à 	Constraining	the	dynamical	proper_es	and	chemical	
enrichment.	

	
à 	Using	comprehensive	chemo-dynamical	models.	
	



M54:	
HST	acs/wfc	
f814w+f606w	

IFU	MUSE	Data		



R	~	1500	-3500	
	
16	poin_ngs	
~2.5	reff	
(reff	~	0.8’,	
Monaco	et	al.,	
2005.)	
	
FOV	~		
3.25’	x	3.25’	

Seeing:	
0.65	-	0.90	“	

IFU	MUSE	Data		



Stellar	Kinema_cs	of	M54		

Methods:	
	
	

•  Spaxel	by	spaxel	radial	velocity	es0ma0on	

						à	pPXF	(Cappellari	et	al.	2012)		
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16	poin_ngs	
~2.5	reff	
(reff	~	0.8’,	
Monaco	et	al.,	
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Ca	II	triplet		
	λ	8498,8542,8662Å	



Spaxel	by	spaxel	radial	velocity	map	

Alfaro-Cuello	et	al.	in	prep	

Vr	=	140.9		±	0.4	km/s	
(Bellazzini	et	al.	2008)	



Stellar	Kinema_cs	of	M54		

Methods:	
	
	

•  Spaxel	by	spaxel	radial	velocity	es_ma_on	

						à	pPXF	(Cappellari	et	al.	2012)		

•  Extrac0on	of	single	stellar	spectra	
	 	à	PampelMuse	(Kamann	et	al.	2013)	based	on	HST	
photometry.	
	



~	10000	Single	
stellar	spectra	
	
à		S/N	>	10	
	

Alfaro-Cuello	et	al.	in	prep	





Rota_on	detec_on	

M54	(NGC		6715)	=											4334	stars.	
Rota_on	Axis	=																		167.40	+/-		2.88	degrees	
Rota_on	Amplitude	=							1.01	+/-		0.09	km/s	
Mean	radial	velocity	=						142.54	+/-		0.16	km/s	

Alfaro-Cuello	et	al.	in	prep	

	
Vr	=	140.9		±	0.4	km/s			(Bellazzini	et	al.	2008)	

reff		 reff		



Star	proper_es	results	(preliminary)	



Star	proper_es	results	(preliminary)	



Summary	
M54	is	an	excellent	laboratory	to	look	for	the	connec_on	between	
GCs	and	NSCs	through	its	forma_on	history	study. 	 	 							 	

				 		
	 										
	 	 				M54	presents	a	very	complex	forma_on	history.	

	
Kinema_c	extrac_on:		104	single	stellar	spectra	in	M54.	

															
	 						
	 	 	Detec_on	of	slow	rota_on,	what	can	tell	us	about	the		
	 	 	origin	of		this	object.	

	
Firsts	steps	to	constrain	the	dynamical	proper_es	and	chemical	
enrichment	of	M54	in	unprecedented	detail.	


